Cognitive reserve (CR) theory posits that the clinical presentation of individuals with the same brain disease varies based upon premorbid variables (e.g., education, occupation, reading ability). Anosognosia (decreased insight regarding one's deficits) is common in dementia and has implications for safety, treatment, and caregiver burden. The current study examined the role of CR in anosognosia in individuals with mild dementia. Participants were individuals diagnosed with questionable or mild dementia (Clinical Dementia Rating 0.5 or 1) after neuropsychological evaluation. Anosognosia was measured by informant-patient discrepancy on the Cognitive Difficulties Scale. High and Low CR groups were created based upon reading performance. Low CR showed greater anosognosia than High CR. Anosognosia was associated with reduced reading performance, even after controlling for global cognitive decline. These findings suggest CR is related to anosognosia in questionable and mild dementia, and have clinical implications for the assessment of awareness in dementia.
The theory of cognitive reserve (CR) or brain reserve capacity postulates that premorbid factors such as high educational and occupational attainment (e.g., Stern, Albert, Tang, & Tsai, 1999) or level of literacy (e.g., Manly, Touradji, Tang, & Stern, 2003) provide a buffer against cognitive impairment, and that the cognitive presentation of individuals with the same brain insult or disease varies according to these premorbid variables (Satz, 1993) . Two models for the protective function of CR have been proposed. In one model, CR is a passive process of brain threshold, or "brain reserve capacity," in which increased concentration of cortical synapses allows greater cognitive capability that masks or delays expression of cognitive decline (e.g., Satz, 1993) . The other model relies on the brain actively coping or compensating for neurologic problems with utilization or recruitment of other pathways as necessary (Stern, 2002) . CR has been investigated in several insults or diseases of the brain, including traumatic brain injury (e.g., Farmer et al., 2002; Ropacki & Elias, 2003) , electroconvulsive therapy (Legendre, Stern, Solomon, Furman, & Smith, 2003) , temporal lobe epilepsy (Sawrie et al., 2000) , human immunodeficiency virus (Stern, Silva, Chaisson, & Evans, 1996) , Parkinson's disease (Glatt et al., 1996) , and most frequently in dementia (e.g., Alexander et al., 1997; Bäckman, 1998; Stern et al., 1999; Wilson et al., 2000) .
Studies of CR are of particular importance in dementia, as individuals with features of low CR (e.g., illiteracy) are at greater risk for developing dementia relative to those with higher reserve (7.2% prevalence vs. 0.5%; Bonaiuto et al., 1990) . Studies of individuals with dementia demonstrate that individuals with high CR can sustain greater neuropathological insult, yet still exhibit the same clinical presentation as those with lower CR (e.g., Alexander et al., 1997; Stern, Alexander, & Prohovnik, 1995; Stern, Alexander, Prohovnik, & Mayeux, 1992) . The role CR plays in delaying the clinical expression of dementia has been demonstrated numerous times (e.g., Sanchez, Rodriguez, & Carro, 2002; Wilson et al., 2000) .
Several criticisms have been leveled against CR research, including the suggestion that inconsistent correlations between CR variables and dementia prevalence are artifactual (e.g., Bowler, Munoz, Merskey, & Hachinski, 1998; Cobb, Wolf, Au, White, & D'Agostino, 1995) . However, differential findings may better be attributed to heterogeneity of research methods (reviewed by Fioravanti & Carlone, 2001 ). For example, some investigations of CR employ demographically based measures such as educational level or occupational achievement, while others utilize performance-based measures, such as reading performance. It is plausible that different CR levels are yielded from demographic measures compared to performance measures, as education and occupation may reflect opportunity rather than intellectual capacity. This may be especially true for elderly (Van Exel et al., 2001 ) and ethnically diverse populations (Manly et al., 2003) . In fact, recent research suggests that measures related to level of literacy, such as reading ability or reading for enjoyment, may better predict CR in older adults than education level or occupational attainment (Manly et al., 2003) .
Although CR in dementia has been well-studied with regard to cognitive, functional, and neuropathological changes, the relationship between CR and anosognosia in dementia has not been examined. Investigations of anosognosia, or reduced awareness regarding one's "sensory, motor, cognitive, or other behavioral deficit" (Lamar, Lasarev, & Libon, 2002) in dementia indicate that it is an important component of clinical presentations in Alzheimer's disease (e.g., Derouesné et al., 1999; Seltzer, Vasterling, & Buswell, 1995; Zanetti et al., 1999) , vascular dementia (Zanetti et al., 1999) , and Parkinson's dementia (Seltzer, Vasterling, Mathias, & Brennan, 2001) . Anosognosia can lead to unsafe behavior, such as continuing to drive after cognitive or functional impairment prevents safety doing so (Cotrell & Wild, 1999) . It is also associated with increased caregiver burden (Seltzer, Vasterling, Yoder, & Thompson, 1997) and can delay the diagnosis and therapeutic intervention of dementia (Derouesné et al., 1999) . Decreased awareness often correlates with later stages of progression and increased cognitive decline (e.g., Seltzer et al., 1995; Zanetti et al., 1999) , though these findings have not been entirely consistent. Although some researchers have found no correlation between anosognosia and performance on cognitive screening measures (e.g., Arkin & Mahendra, 2001) , others found that even individuals with mild dementia had poor appreciation of the severity of their deficits (Derouesné et al., 1999) . These inconsistencies suggest factors other than disease progression impact awareness of deficits in dementia. For example, increased brain efficiency or higher threshold for insult may serve to protect awareness in the same manner that CR models propose these mechanisms delay cognitive decline. As such, a better understanding of the correlates of anosognosia in dementia, including the impact of CR, is invaluable to identification of individuals at increased risk for, or possible early onset of, anosognosia.
The aim of the current study is to examine the role of CR in anosognosia associated with questionable and mild dementia. Reading achievement was used to measure CR, and anosognosia was measured by the discrepancy between an informant and the participant on a cognitive complaint inventory. The primary hypothesis was that those with greater CR would show less anosognosia compared to those with lower CR.
Method

Participants
The current study included 76 community-dwelling individuals who were referred (primarily by neurologists or internists) to an outpatient memory clinic, completed neuropsychological evaluation, and were subsequently diagnosed with questionable or mild dementia. Patients were included in the study if they had a global Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR; Morris, 1993) score of 0.5 (questionable dementia) or 1 (mild dementia) and had a close relative or friend to act as informant. Throughout the current paper, CDR ratings of 0.5 are referred to as "questionable dementia" rather than mild cognitive impairment (MCI) given the specific connotation of that term to Alzheimer's disease. The etiology of cognitive impairments included: probable Alzheimer's disease, vascular disease, mixed Alzheimer's and vascular disease, frontotemporal dementia, diffuse Lewy Body disease, and dementia due to Parkinson's disease. Using above versus below average single-word reading performance (i.e., above vs. below standard score of 100) on the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT; Jastak & Wilkinson, 1984; Wilkinson, 1993) , High CR (n = 40, WRAT Reading, M = 111.40, S.D. = 6.62) and Low CR (n = 36, WRAT Reading, M = 91.22, S.D. = 6.88) groups were created. There were 39 males and 37 females. Racial construction of the sample included 74 Caucasian, 1 Latin American, and 1 Asian American individuals. Participants ranged in age from 56 to 92, with an average age of 74.09 (S.D. = 7.12) years. Educational level ranged from 5 to 20 years, with an average of 13.2 (S.D. = 3.07) years of education. Informants were the participant's spouse (n = 33) or a child/other close relative or friend (n = 43).
Instruments
The Cognitive Difficulties Scale (CDS; McNair & Kahn, 1984) was employed to measure anosognosia. The 38-item version of this cognitive complaint inventory was utilized. It includes items related to difficulties in attention, concentration, orientation, memory, praxis, domestic activities and errands, facial recognition, task efficiency, and name finding (Gass & Apple, 1997) , and asks the respondent to rate on a Likert scale how often (from 0 = "not at all" to 4 = "very often") he or she has had difficulty in past month with each item. It has a Flesch-Kincaid reading level of 5.4. The CDS has adequate psychometric properties, including high correlation with performance on neuropsychological measures of memory and attention (r = −.51) (Gass & Apple, 1997) and good test-retest reliability (r = .77) (McNair & Kahn, 1984) . We defined level of anosognosia as the discrepancy between informant ratings on the family version of the CDS and participant ratings on the self-report version of the CDS (e.g., Derouesné et al., 1999) . To control for variation in missed items, data that were missing from either respondent of the participant-informant pair were omitted from both, and the average item discrepancy of the remaining items was used. For the current study, anosognosia was operationally defined as any CDS difference between the participant and the informant, and conceptually viewed as existing on a spectrum from no anosognosia (i.e., no CDS difference, or an average of "0" on each item) to the most severe possible anosognosia (i.e., maximum CDS difference, or an average of "4" on each item). Similar operational definitions of this construct have been utilized in previous research (e.g., Derouesné et al., 1999; Seltzer et al., 2001 ). Because differences between the participant and informant could be due to a number of factors, we planned to validate our anosognosia construct by correlating patient and family CDS scores with actual performance (see Section 2).
The Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT; Jastak & Wilkinson, 1984; Wilkinson, 1993 ) was utilized as a measure of cognitive reserve, given recent concerns that demographic measures (i.e., education and occupation) are more reflective of opportunity than intellectual capacity (e.g., Manly et al., 2003; Van Exel et al., 2001) . Patients were administered either the WRAT-R or WRAT-III reading subtest, depending on when they were seen. The two tests are closely related, with similarities in many items (Wilkinson, 1993) . Psychometric properties of the WRAT are good, with high internal consistency of the reading subtest (WRAT-R r = .93-.98; WRAT-III r = .91-.97) and excellent test-retest reliability (WRAT-R r = .94; WRAT-III r = .91-.98). WRAT reading has been used as a measure of CR (Manly et al., 2003) , and is considered the preferred measure of premorbid verbal intelligence, given its superiority over other measures in estimating the lower ranges of verbal intelligence (Johnstone, Callahan, Kapila, & Bouman, 1996) . A score of 100 is average performance on the WRAT reading subtest; as such, a cut point of 100 was utilized to designate High CR (above average) versus Low CR (below average).
The Modified Mini-Mental State Exam (3MS; Teng et al., 1987) was utilized as a brief measure of global cognition. The 3MS is an extended version of the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975 ) that includes date and place of birth, word fluency, similarities, and a delayed word recall, and has a maximum score of 100 points. The 3MS is a good screening tool for dementia, with adequate test-retest reliability in dementia patients (r = .93 after 98 days) and 88% sensitivity, 90% specificity, 29% positive predictive value, and 90% negative predictive value (Bland & Newman, 2001 ). Race Caucasian n = 36 n = 38 Asian American n = 0 n = 1 Latin American n = 0 n = 1 * Significant with P < .01, two-tailed.
Results
Participant differences
Significant differences between the High and Low CR groups emerged for level of education, F (1, 75) = 14.67, P < .01, with higher education in the High CR group, providing evidence for divergent validity of the High versus Low CR groups. The groups did not differ significantly on age, gender, race, or CDR rating. In addition, an unexpected finding of different informant type in the groups was detected; whereas the spouse was most often the informant for the High CR group, a child or other close friend or relative was more likely to be the informant for the Low CR group, χ 2 (1, n = 76) = 9.45, P < .01 (see Table 1 for descriptive demographic information). Because of this finding, we included informant type in the analysis of the main outcome (described in the following section).
Correlations between CDS and 3MS/MMSE, and WRAT reading and education: manipulation checks of anosognosia and cognitive reserve measures
To establish that informant ratings of cognitive difficulties were in fact more accurate than patient ratings, correlations between MMSE/3MS scores and CDS ratings were calculated. As expected, informant ratings significantly correlated with performance on the MMSE (r = −.30, P < .01) and 3MS (r = −.34, P < .01), indicating that greater report of cognitive impairment by the informant was associated with poorer cognitive performance. In contrast, patient self-ratings were uncorrelated with performance on MMSE (r = .01, P = ns) or 3MS (r = −.08, P = ns). This finding generally held true in the High and Low CR groups as well (see Table 2 ), suggesting informant ratings were more accurate than patient ratings, and lending validity to the use of CDS discrepancy to measure anosognosia. A significant correlation was found between WRAT reading and years of education(r = .53, P < .01), providing evidence of convergent validity for WRAT reading as a CR measure. This finding held true in the High CR group (r = .51, P < .01), but did not in the Low CR group (r = .13, P = ns), suggesting that CR groups derived from educational attainment would not be equivalent to those based on reading performance.
Anosognosia differences in Low CR versus High CR groups
To address the previously described informant differences (spouse vs. other), a 2 × 2 (CR group by informant type) factorial analysis of variance was conducted on anosognosia. As expected, there was a main effect of CR group status on anosognosia, with the High CR group showing a significantly lower discrepancy, F (1, 75) = 8.44, P < .01, between participant and family ratings, indicating better awareness of cognitive difficulties (High CR: M = .04, S.D. = .91; Low CR: M = .59, S.D. = .92). There was no main effect of informant type (i.e., spouse vs. child/other) on level of awareness, F (1, 75) = 0.15, P = ns, and no interaction between informant type and CR group on level of awareness, F (1, 75) = 0.01, P = ns. A partial correlation between WRAT reading performance and anosognosia, controlling for 3MS performance, revealed that increased awareness was associated with better reading performance after controlling for global cognitive decline (pr = .31, P < .01).
CDS exploratory item analyses
Exploratory one-sample t tests were used to examine discrepancy scores for individual CDS items in both the High and Low CR groups. After Bonferroni correction, the Low CR group showed significant discrepancies for eight CDS items (P ≤ .001) (see Table 3 ), whereas the High CR group showed no significant discrepancies between informant and patient for any CDS item. Among the CDS items showing significant discrepancies in the Low CR group, the predominant themes were memory and communication difficulty.
Discussion
The current study found that CR is related to anosognosia in questionable and mild stages of dementia, regardless of global cognitive functioning level. Further, informant ratings of cognitive difficulties were related to actual performance on a global cognitive screening measure, whereas patient self-ratings were uncorrelated with cognitive performance. This finding suggests informants were more accurate raters of the patient's cognitive difficulties, and that the informant-patient discrepancy was a valid measure of anosognosia. Although years of education correlated significantly with reading performance in the overall and High CR groups, this finding did not hold true in the Low CR group, supporting the recent notion that demographic variables produce different measures of CR (Manly et al., 2003) . In addition, exploratory discrepancies between informants and patients on individual CDS items in the Low CR group suggest there may be specific "marker" cognitive difficulties (i.e., memory and communication items) for which an informant-patient discrepancy may be particularly meaningful.
These findings extend applications of CR theory and correspond to research in cognitive psychology and clinical neuropsychology. As reviewed above, CR is associated with delayed presentation of cardinal dementia symptoms (i.e., cognitive decline and functional impairment). The current study suggests that greater reserve is also related to appreciation of deficits in dementia. In terms of CR models, it is possible that higher concentration of cortical synapses or utilization of alternate pathways posited to mask cognitive decline also enhance or protect awareness of cognitive difficulties. Beyond CR models for diseased brains, the greater awareness of cognitive deficits in high CR patients parallels results of cognitive psychology research (e.g., Veenman, 1993; Veenman, Elshout, & Meijer, 1997) , that find greater intelligence is associated with higher levels of metacognitive skills in healthy individuals. Finding anosognosia in questionable and mild dementia is consistent with clinical research of Derouesné et al. (1999) , who found poor appraisal of cognitive deficits in individuals with mild Alzheimer's disease. Although debate regarding the relationship between anosognosia and level of cognitive decline remains, the current study supports the presence of anosognosia in questionable and mild dementia, possibly even prior to daily living impairment (i.e., nearly half of our sample was comprised of individuals with a CDR of 0.5, or "questionable dementia").
Clinically, the results highlight the importance of the neuropsychologist's cognizance of anosognosia early in cognitive decline, and that low CR patients may exhibit anosognosia earlier in the disease course. Although at first glance the group differences seem quantitatively small, the qualitative difference between High and Low CR groups may reflect a clinically meaningful distinction (e.g., subjective complaints occurring "sometimes" vs. "often"). Findings of greater anosognosia for memory and communication skills in individuals with low CR may assist in targeting areas of cognitive deficit that are particularly prone to reduced awareness. The items for which lower CR patients showed greatest anosognosia largely reflected memory loss (e.g., forgets appointments, forgets to return phone calls) and communication difficulty (e.g., trouble getting out information at the tip of the tongue, doesn't say what she/he means). Knowing that individuals with lower CR show significant anosognosia in these areas of cognitive functioning may facilitate identification of awareness deficits and guide recommendations regarding matters of safety related to cognitive deficits, intervention, and caregiver burden.
A strength of the current study lies in its generalizability to the clinical setting, as it was conducted utilizing data collected in a clinical practice. The use of the discrepancy between informant and patient ratings on a cognitive complaint inventory is a straightforward approach to measurement of anosognosia that can easily be employed in a clinical setting. However, this strength of the current study is also a limitation. Factors other than anosognosia may impact the discrepancy between participant and informant reports of cognitive difficulties, though our findings provide support for the validity of this measure. In addition, though the current study employed commonly used methodology (i.e., informant-participant discrepancy) to examine anosognosia in dementia (Seltzer et al., 2001) , and additionally utilized a manipulation check of the anosognosia measure, it has been suggested that use of multiple techniques may enhance assessment of awareness. As different operational definitions of anosognosia may produce inconsistent findings, studies should optimally employ as many measures as possible, including: participant ability to report cognitive problems upon direct questioning, participant judgment about performance on cognitive testing, and caregiver ratings about the level of awareness of impaired daily functioning (Derouesné et al., 1999) . Inclusion of multiple methods could provide additional information that the current study did not. In addition, the finding of informant type differences between groups, though it did not impact the overall findings of the current study, is worthy of further attention (e.g., investigation of differences in marital status of high vs. low CR patients), as this finding may relate to differential family functioning or health problems between the two groups. A final limitation of the current study, and indeed of much CR research, is that cross-sectional methodology precludes examination of changes in cognitive abilities over time as a function of CR in individuals with dementia. The importance of longitudinal studies in CR is clear; a theory explaining manifestation of brain changes over time is best explored using longitudinal methodology. Longitudinal investigations of lifetime antecedents of CR (Richards & Sacker, 2003) and CR in older age (e.g., Manly et al., 2003; Qiu, Baeckman, Winbald, Aueero-Torres, & Fratiglioni, 2001 ) have been undertaken, and provide strong support for cross-sectional CR findings; however, further longitudinal study of this theory is essential. Future research should investigate informant differences, incorporate longitudinal methodologies, and include prospective collection of data regarding the relationship between CR and anosognosia with utilization of multiple anosognosia measurements.
